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Angry Mood Still Strong
Over Billing of Logan Hall
By

LYNN LOEFFLER'S CAR WAS vandalized early Sunday
morning in front of her Showalter apartment Loeffler is the
associate director of Student Life.
(See related story on Page 11)

New Head Resident
Named for Ashby
By TIM OLEARY
Hat Coffield, formerly a
resident advisor at White
Hall, has been chosen to
replace Steve Cross as head
resident of Ashby Hall.
Cross was removed from
his position last Tuesday for
actions that an administrator
said "did not meet the expectations of his administrative superiors."
The promotion of Coffield
was confirmed by Lynn
Ivoeffler, associate director of
student life, however, she
would not say why he was
selected or why Cross was
fired.
According to Dottie White,
Assistant Director of Student
Life, it was Loeffler who made
the decision to transfer Coflield to Ashby. .
According to Dr. Hall, vice
president for student affairs,
Cross will not be allowed to
remain in Ashby. "I think it's
a good idea," said Hall, "that
Cross does not live in Ashby.
However, he can still live on
campus."
When asked why Cross could
no longer reside in Ashby,

Hall replied "no comment."
Cross was unavailable for
comment.
Coffield assumed his new
position last Saturday afternoon. "They called me in,"
said Coffield, "and asked me
if I'd consider taking the job.
(Continued on Page 11)

CYNTHIA CARNEY
"Springtime is coming and
it's a good time for rowdiness.
People are going to do things
to let the administration know
that they're dissatisfied."
That statement typifies the
angry mood still strong in
Logan Hall, and according to
Greg Gerlach, president of
Logan, the anger is growing.
"I can't predict any
violence," said Gerlach, "but
there is a possibility. I can't
tell you how hot some people
are about being charged."
The residents at Logan
Hall, who each were fined
$2.75 two weeks ago for furniture that was vandalized, in
the dormitory lounge, are
"keeping together," said
Gerlach.
The administration was
wrong in charging the
students for the damages done
to the furniture, he said.
"If we let them get away
with this, then this will set a
precedent for any other
situations that may arise in
the future," said Gerlach.
Visitors probably damaged
the lounge, he said. But the
administration does not
believe that no one at Logan
knows about it.
There are always a lot of
visitors at Logan Hall, he said,
especially over the weekends.
"Any visitor who asks
students on campus where to
find the big parties will
usually be directed to Logan
Hall.';
The imposition of the
charges by the administration
set off a series of incidents
. which has led to an increased
alienation and hostility between the students and the
Student Life Staff.
A dorm meeting held to
explain why the charges were
imposed turned into a

shouting match between the ■ ministration, regardless of
students and the representheir personal feelings, in
tatives of the Office of Student
order to keep their jobs.
Life, Lynn Loeffler and Bob
The attitude of the student
Stokes. Loeffler, associate
life staff is aggravating the
director of Student Life, later
entire situation, according to
filed charges of personal
Gerlach. He cited example
abuse against one Logan
after example which pointed
resident.
out discriminating and hostile
Students are not talking to
remarks which the staff has
their resident advisors
directed
about
Logan
anymore, because they
residents.
For instance, students
believe that it "wouldn't do
applying for resident advisor
any good,1' said Gerlach. The
students feel that the resident
positions for Logan Hall have
advisors are being forced into
(Continued on Page 11)
a position to back the ad-

Students Set To File
Charges on Loeffler
By CYNTHIA CARNEY
Several students have filed
incident reports against Lynn
Loeffler, associate director of
student life, for allegedly
calling residents of Logan
Hall "liars."
The charges are being filed
against Loeffler as a result of
a Feb. 6 meeting at Logan
dorm. Questions were answered at the. meeting by
Loeffler and Bob Stokes/
assistant director of student
life, about the imposition of
charges on Logan residents as
a result of the vandalizing of
the dormitory lounge.
According to observers at
the meeting, when a student
asked if Loeffler was calling
the residents liars by saying
that she didn't believe that
"no one here knows about that
furniture," Loeffler said,
"Yes, I think you're lying."
Letters were sent to the
students who filed the reports
by Mike Webb, associate dean
of students, to tell them that

Phef fer Plans To Appeal
By GREGORY BYRNE
Matthew Pheffer, convicted last Wednesday on
charges of "personal abuse"
against Lynn
Loeffler,
associate director of student
life, has filed an appeal of the
verdict and sentence of expulsion from the dormitory
system.
In an interview Sunday
night, Pheffer said that he
would file the appeal with
Mike Webb, judicial coordinator, Monday morning.
"Yeah, we're going to
appeal." said Pheffer.
"I
don't really want to say why,
because I haven't filed the
appeal yet."

Pheffer went on to say that
he pleaded guilty at the trial
and "prayed for leniency,"
which he does not believe he
received.
Steve Boehm, a Logan
resident and witness for
Pheffer at the hearing,
commented that he "couldn't
believe the outcome."
, '^Even if it the sentence
was suspended, the trial was a
joke." said Boehm.
"The
reason I testified was to keep
Pheffer from getting screwed.
, When I heard what happened
to him, I just couldn't believe
it."
• Boehm went on to say that

he believes the sentence to be
absurd. He questions whether
removing Pheffer from
campus will really solve
anything.
"It's not going to help him
from "being emotional" when
people frustrate him, Boehm
added.
Pheffer himself has concerns about several of the
outcomes of the trial.
"I'll probably get a 1.8 this
semester because I can't think
of anything but the trial," he
said. "I wrote a 15 page letter
to my parents the other day.
When I read it over I just
couldn't believe it happened.

the charges cannot be handled
under the student judicial
system. The students were
informed in the letter that
they can appeal the charges to
Loeffler's administrative
superiors, Dr. William Hall or
Dr. Byron Wills.
• Dr. Wills, director of
student life, who will receive
official charges against
Loeffler as her immediate
supervisor, said, "As far as
I'm concerned the matter has
been resolved."
However, Wills said that if
he receives any new information in charges filed by
students about the Loeffler
situation, he will take the
matter into consideration
again.
Dr. Hall, vice president of
student affairs, said in a interview Friday that no
students had approached him
with official charges against
loeffler.
Hall said that he receives
complaints against staff
members every day of the
week, and that he had already
discussed the situation with
Loeffler.
When asked why he didn't
attend the meeting himself,
HaU said that he felt that
Loeffler and Stokes were in a
better position to answer
questions, since they work
directly with the students.
"Sure, I knew that the
students would be upset," said
Hall, talking about the
meeting. "But at some point
the line has to be drawn.^
In speaking about Loeffler's responses at the
meeting, which drew angry
responses from the Logan
residents, HaU said that the
meeting was held under ex(Continued on Page 11)
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Pheffer Verdict
Matthew Pheffer was found guilty of personal abuse against
Lynn Loeffler, associate director of student life, at Wednesday's judicial council hearing. He received a lengthy
suspension -a sentence which was suspended with the
provision that Pheffer evacuate his dormitory by spring
break.
-r*
We find the decision of the judicial council deplorable in
every way. The punishment in this case is both cruel and
unusual, and certainly inappropriate to the nature of the crime
itself. While we concur with Jeffrey Pheffer, the younger
Pheffer*s advocate, that his brother's actions were immature
and childish, we question the harshness of the sentence in
relation to the relative unimportance of the crime.
It appears at this time that Pheffer will appeal the verdict.
In such an appeal, there are several aspects of the trial other
than the sentencing that force one to question the outcome of
the whole unfortunate affair.
We question that Pheffer was entirely to blame for the incident. It is evident that Loeffler was largely responsible for
creating an atmosphere of animosity, frustration, and even
hostility between student and administrator. This atmosphere
contributed substantially to the overall problem, and helped
make an already tense situation even more unpleasant.
Futhermore, Loef fler's actions were clearly unlawful and in
violation of the statement on rights and responsibilities found
in the student handbook. Article II, Paragraph F of the
statement says that "Members of the college community have
the right to have their opinions about basic policy matters of
direct concern to them heard and considered at appropriate
levels of the decision making process."
Loeffler violated this basic principle of student rights by her
statement that she had come, not to discuss, but to inform the
residents of Logan of the administrative position.
The section goes on to say that those "who have substantial
authority and security have an especially strong obligation to
maintain an environment conducive to the respects and rights
of others and fulfillment of academic responsibilities."
Loeffler's disregard for this principle is both shocking and
saddening.
Another question raised by the trial is.the justification for
considering Pheffer's "obscene" remark an inflexible
violation instead of a flexible one. Mike Webb, judicial
coordinator, stated at the trial that, "It bothers me that Lynn
is a lady and these comments were directed to her."
If this is the rationale for determining the gravity of an
offense, then equal justice does not exist on this campus. The
decision to prosecute on "personal abuse," instead of the less
severe "obscene conduct" charge, was blatantly chauvinistic
and discriminatory. When a decision as important as this one
is based on the prejudices and fancies of one man, especially a
man with little training in the intricacies of jurisprudence,
then justice is certainly being dealt a body blow.
One striking inconsistency in the trial concerns the actual
"obscenity" Pheffer was convicted of uttering. The defendant
himself stated that he muttered "Fuck you" as he passed
Loeffler on the way out. Bob Stokes, assistant director of
student life and a witness to the incident, stated that he understood the remark to be "motherfucker."
Which version is correct? It is patently absurd for a man to
be found guilty of an offense, especially one as nebulous and
undefined as using a so-called obscenity, when the parties
involved in the proceeding cannot even decide what the offense
actually is.
A final aspect of the trial that warrants consideration is also
the haziest and most difficult to pin down to observable actions. This is the attitude of the Office of Student Life towards
the defendant.
When Dr. William Hall, vice-president of student affairs,
called Pheffer to his office Feb. 7, he told the accused "I would
guess that you're probably in the most trouble you've ever
been in your life."
Hall later told Pheffer, "I've made my evaluation of you.
And you are scum." Hall has confirmed the accuracy of both
remarks to a BREEZE editor adding that he also said "a lot of
other things^
These remarks, made by a representative of the administration, are every bit as immature as the remark Pheffer
was convicted of saying.
Moreover, this incident indicates that Hall had decided well
before the trial even began that Pheffer was guilty of the offense he was charged with. It goes without saying that this is
strictly in violation of the most basic of American judicial
principles; that every man is innocent before the law until
proven guilty.
In essence, the whole trial comes down to a case of Matthew
Pheffer versus the Office of Student Life, not Pheffer versus
the college community. This is hardly the proper way to run a
judicial system, whether it be college or civil.'
One possible means of averting this potential conflict of
interest would have been to have the case heard by someone
other than representative of the student life office. Otherwise,
considering that all three of the major administrative figures
involved in the case-Hall, Loeffler, and Stokes-are from
student life, it is little wonder that Matt Pheffer received the
kind of treatment he did.
....
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Wild Bill Meets the Logan Gang or:
Shootout at the not-so-okay Corral
By GREGORY BYRNE
(The sheriff rides into Dodge on his trusty
horse, Palamino Baby. He stops in front of the
Sagebrush Saloon and ties his horse to the
hitching post. Dismounting, he brushes the
trail dust off his chaps and vest, then admires
his ruggedly handsome good looks in the
window of the saloon. Adjusting his ten-gallon
Stetson, he manfully strides into the doorway
of the saloon.) (Sher - Sheriff)
Sher: "Cum a ky y yippie yippie-ay, yippieay. git along little doggies."
(The inside of the bar has been torn asunder. Tables and chairs are broken and the
mirror behind the bar has been smashed. The
sheriff frowns menacingly and approaches the
bar.)

Ches: "Mistah sheriff, suh. What's happened
heah?"
Sher: The Logan boys done busted up the
place. Don't worry none, they'll pay fer it."
(with firm resolve on his features) "Damn
night they will."
Lil: "Thas not all, sheriff. They wuz saying
dirty words, too!"
Ches: (exploding with anger) "WHAT??!?!?
To a decent lady lak yew??? 1 cain'tstand by
and watch sumthin lak this happen. I'm goin to
Hit mah elephunt gun."
Sher: "Wait! A pistol would do just as well."
Ches: "Not with scum lak this. No sirree!"
(Chester runs out)

Sher: "Lil! Oh, Dixie Lil! Weah are yew,
honey?"
Lil: "Oh sheriff, sheriff. Somethin turrible
has happened."
•>Sher: "Now, now, baby. Jus tell me whut
happened."
. Lir "It wuz turrible." (sobbing profusely)
, "Them no good kids came in heah and done
busted up the place last night."
Sher:
Lil?"

(with growing anger)

"Who done it,

Sher: "He's raght. Better give em both
barrels on this one." (looks thoughtful for a
moment.) "Scum, llmmmm. . .that's purty
catchy. I gotta remember that one."
Lil: "Oh. sheriff.
Logan boys?"

Are you going after the

Sher: "Naw. Lil honey. I wouldn't waste my
silver bullets on them varmints. I'll jest raise
their taxes by a few pesos to make up the
damage.''
»
Lil: "I jus loves apeaceable man."

Lil: "The Logan Gang."
(Sheriff narrows his eyes, a la Clint Eastwood and scans the debris.)
Sher: "Didja see who done it?"

Sher: "An heah, " (pinning a badge on her
Mouse) "As mah official deputy, Iorder yew to
go tell the boys of mah deecision."
Lil:

"Why me?"

Lil: "No. but it must have been the Logan
Gang, Who else would have done it?"

Sher: "Cause I'm the boss."

Sher: •You're right. It's happened before."

Lil:

Lil: •They're nothin but animules."

Sher: "Now GIT!"

Sher: "It wuz.probably all of em. too. Wheah
one goes, they all go."

l.il:

i Kilter Chester, the trusty .deputy)

"But.

"vVliul are yew gonna do now?"

Sher: "Me? I thought I'd jes sit an wait fer
the press "
-.•"-.
■::.:..
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Academic Excellence
Is Every Student's Duty
To The Editor:
In response
to the
anonymous article in which,
the academic excellence -of
Madison College was indicted,
I would like to offer some
additional observations, lam
0 second degree student here
and I have been closely
associated
with
many
students at a number of institutions on the east and west
coast. It is from this first and
second-hand, viewpoint that I
contrast Madison with some
other situations.
It seems to me that
Madison is a •"type" of school
and "'types" of schools attract
••types" of students for
various reasons.
State
teacher's colleges, in many
states, have traditionally been
characterized as a sort of a
"brand X" in terms of intellectual output.
Many
teacher's colleges turned
quasi-university have had
difficulty in shaking off this
stigma. Towson State College
in Maryland, for example has
only recently come around to
its proper place in the
academic community. I cite
Towson State because I am
familiar with it and also
because of its analogous
situation to Madison. The
type of student has not
changed there over the past
lew years but what has
changed is attitude.
The
majority of the people there
are still enrolled because of
the financial incentives to
accrue college credits.
However, what they have
come to realize is'that'the
credits and subsequent
moneys come so much more
easily when one is actively
and enthusiastically involved
with his or her studies.
To students at my previous
school, classes small enough
to allow group discussion were
a rare privilege. To be illprepared to take part in that
group discussion would
constitute an immoral atlendance
This is not to

suggest lliat all students
should be bookworms and
geniuses. In the anonymous
article 1 referred to, it was
stated that many students
carry extra or full loads and
lhat the average grade at
Madison is a "B pius." I have
not been able to substantiate
that but certainly the fact that
over 20 per cent of the student
body is on the dean's list is an
indication that standards are
not at a challenging level.
From my experience in
course study here, which
admittedly is confined to one
department. I can find no
major fault with the structure,
presentation nor testing of any
course. The competence of
the staff as well as substance
of the material goes without
comment.'
My colleagues'
attend class more-or-less,
read their text more-or-less,
and get good grades more-orless.
What is missing, I
believe, .is something intangible but -very important
and that is a spirit of intellectual competition. When
provoking statements are
made in class. I have found
I he general reaction to be a
blank stare in most cases.
Many of the-comments that
are made' are so tenuously
connected to the issue at hand
that they appear to be incoherent. ;
Possibly my negativism
concerning Madison students
is due to the fact that I have
had no real . opportunity to
engage anyone in a one-to-one
conversation about anything
•relative toclasswork.I hope to
strike up some meaningful
controversies in the future
because therein lies the seeds
of revelation 'and true learning I have an interest in the
intellectual excellence of
Madison because soon it will
IK- my Alma. Mater.
And,
alter all. the grades we
receive here today will only
have significance from what
i\v display as-individuals out
Ihcre.
I I.I\ id liood

The Body Shop
Boss Is Away Sal
ALL WEEK
Corduroy Jeans lA OFF
Large Group of Western Cut M
Flair Leg, Straight Leg, and j
Student Cut Jeans for $9.50 V
Also
Just Arrived!
YA New Shipment.of Jewlery
/

/ open friday nights till 9:00

j

\ Appalled by Campus Justice]
To The Editor:
I am becoming increasingly appalled at the
so-called justice distributed by Madison
College. First there were the fines smacked on
the Logan residents for a vandalism which was
never solved. So blame was placed on the
majority who in all respects were innocent.
However unjust the Logan situation may be, I
have just recently been informed of another
act of definitely blind justice.
The head resident of Ashby .Steve Cross, was
formally discharged from duty as of Feb.21.
1975. His charge was dereliction of duty
because he failed to be present in the dormitory for one Saturday night. Without any
forewarning, let alone warning, he was fired
and kicked out of the dorm.
Graciously our illustrious housing officials
offered Steve a room in another dorm. But
they overlooked more than one detail. Steve
was an R.A. not only because he enjoyed Ashby
and its resident'. but he was an R.A. also for
financial reasons which one usually considered
at the time of employment. Personally, I do
not believe Steve would ever want to be stuck
in an out of the way empty spot with someone
he does not know. I am sure he will miss Ashby
and all of his friends; he has been living there
for three years.

Steve was given less than a week to find
another place of residence. Even the most
bloated of landlords is supposed to give tenants
at least two weeks to find another place to live.
The same goes for even the most pompous of
employers. They have to allow more than a
week for their employee to secure another
position. Whatever happened to philanthropy?
The majority of Ashby residents do not want
Steve to go. (Do personal opinions count
anymore?) Steve was guilty of only one official infraction. The question behind all of this •
mess is Why? Was it because Steve had the
guts to question certain asinine authoritarian
rules when others could work just as well or
better in certain cases? Steve took an interest
in the residents of Ashby dorm. He, probably
unlike other R.A.s', knew practically all of the
people living there. He respected them while
doing an admirable job as R.A. I will not deny
that I have personal motivation in this matter
since I know the persecuted as a good friend.
Nevertheless the blind eyes of justice have
blinked and reaped another injurious incongruity upon an innocent victim. Hopefully
this letter will not just lie dormant, but will stir
up the wrath of those that finally care.
Donna M. Pleasants

Irresponsibility and Logan
To The Editor:
Recent events oh campus
have much correlation to each
other, yet, they may seem
unrelated. I would like to do
some relating. If we cannot
use the knowledge we receive
at Madison or that from any
other institution of learning
and growth, certainly we have
wasted a lot of time, money
and mental resourcefulness.
As adults, we have a
responsibility, forgotten it
seems, to ourselves and others
to combat irresponsibility.
To begin, irresponsibility of
authority can only breed
irresponsibility in those that
the authority intends to
control. With this in mind, the
vandalism that has occured
this year does not seem like
such an unforeseeable consequence. 11 seems mostly as
a function of irresponsibility
of the administration. We are
treated like children with
Tennis Instructor applicants
- need good
background in playing and
teaching. Salary averaging
$I50-$200 per week. Call (703)
548-2064.

Professional Typist
Will type your Term Papers
and Assignments
for reasonable rates.
Call 434-8015

parents that are too busy to be
bothered. The vandalism can
be viewed as people striking
back at a situation that is out
of their hands or out of reach.
Therefore, irresponsibility is
met with irresponsibility. I
am not condoning vandalism
as the correct way to meet the
problem, but calling it an
unfortunate expression of
frustration. The only way the
administration has fought
vandalism up to the Logan
dormitory incident is by
appointing a bureaucratic
committee on vandalism and
possible exertion of security to
protect us from ourselves.
Instead, we need protection
from the authority that treats
us like children.
The recent billing of the
entire Logan dormitory is
probably the grossest act of
irresponsibility yet. There
have been allegations that it is
not constitutional.
The
trouble is. it is just ridiculous.
Only more vandalism will
occur as a result because of
the rising tension from the
controversy
over
this
demand. It is not just an
affront to Logan, but to
everyone who lives on campus. II is realized that it could
happen any time now that the
administration wishes. It can
happen to all of us. The sad
part is that we have no power
by usual means to voice our
dislikes.

-

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

Instead of viewing the
problem analytically, the
administration has used
tactics that our socity has
used in the past to deal with a
problem. There is not reason
to believe that an exertion of
force will stop the problem of
vandalism. As we have seen
historically, the use of force
does not get at the root of the
problem. We have seen and
continue to see the utter
failure of the penal system in
society. The administration
of this college has closed itself
up in the grey walls that were
built for students. The only
attempt to come out resulted
in an act of frustration that got
a student kicked out at a most
unreasonable time to look for
a new place to stay.
What channels are open for
venting student's problems?
The S.G.A. has its hands tied
because it knows where it gets
its money from. As a branch
of the S.G.A., the Judicial
Council knows this, too.
Student hired administrators
are in fear of their jobs if they
talk too harshly.
The
bureaucratic administration
is largely unreachable and at
best, a student is put on hold.
The administration also
knows that its paychecks will
not come from unhappy
superiors. Students are left
with few alternatives. Personally. I think that the
authority of this school will
have a series of unfortunate
events due to the frustration
they have caused. It seems as
though the frustration will
only mount. I feel that if the
administration does not take
some positive measures, the
cycI e
will only gain
momentum. If things do get
out of hand. I'm the s.o.b. that
will say I told you so.,
I suggest further that the
(Continued On Page 10)
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World Briefs
Congress Losing
Congress' failure to support
la U.S. Soviet trade agreement
last month has resulted in a
Soviet deputy trade minister
and an American business
leader jointly blaming
Congress for denying jobs to
Americans.
In a press conference,
Soviet deputy foreign trade
minister
Vladimir
S.
Alkhimov said the U.S. has lost
many trade orders and will
lose more if Congress' policy
continues.
The chairman of PepsiCo.
Donald M. Kendall, said
American businessmen are
going to concentrate their
efforts on getting Congress to
change the situation.
"What this country is going
to do," said Kendall, "is to end
up sitting on the sidelines. . .
while Western Europe and
Japan are going to get the
jobs."

Waterfowl Killed
Wildlife officials have
killed about 1.500 diseased
waterfowl at the Back Bay
area of eastern Virginia to
prevent the spread of the
deadly disease avian cholera
to about a million other birds
expected to migrate there in
the next few weeks.
About 6,500 remaining
coots will be eliminated as
soon as weather conditions
permit, according to Dennis
Holland, manager of the Back
Bay Wildlife Refuge.
The spraying project which
required federal approval,
was needed because the
wildlife workers at Back Bay
had already gathered about
17.000 coots which had died of
the disease since early
February.

Aides Sentenced
Three of Richard Nixon's
top administrative officials
have been sentenced from 2xh
to 8 years.
Two former White House
aides and a former Attorney
General have each been

sentenced from 2'L- to 8 years
in prison for their part in
covering up the Watergate
scandal.
U.S. Distric Court Judge
John J. Sirica pronounced
sentences Friday on H.R.
Haldeman
and John D.
Ehrilichman and former
Attorney General John Mitchell following their conviction on counts of conspiracy and obstruction of
justice and perjury. A fourth
defendant, former Assistant
Attorney Robert C. Mardian,
was sentenced from 10 months
to 3 years for conspiracy
alone.
After sentencing, the four
were released without bond
for a round of appeals which is
expected to take more than a
year.
As the defendants left the
court. Haldeman's lawyer.
John J. Wilson, said the
penalty was "far more than
Richard Nixon will ever
suffer."
"It could have been better,
it could have been worse. . .a
hell of a lot worse," Mitchell
said. They could have told me
to spend the rest of my life
with Martha Mitchell."
Mitchell is separated from
his wife, Martha.

Eisenhower Speaks
John Eisenhower, son of
the late President, and fatherin-law of Julie Nixon
Eisenhower, has said concerning former President
Nixon "I don't subscribe to all
those cliches. . . about his
innocence and persecution."
As reported by the
Philadelphia Bulletin.
Eisenhower stated Nixon
"admitted his own complicity" in resigning and
subsequently accepting
President Ford's pardon.
**
Eisenhower also suggested

that had Nixon been more
popular with the media he
would have received more
charitable treatment.

Come Alive In
M
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Men's Shop
The Junior Shop
Student Check Cashing
Student Charge Accounts
Mastercharge &
Bank Americard
Free Delivery To Campus
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Announcements

Elections for Honor.Council
positions will be held the week
of March 17-21. The offices of
President or Vice-President,
Honor Council Coordinator
and membership on the
Council are to be selected.
• Anyone interested in the
office of President and VicePresident may pick up a copy
of a declaration of intent form
at the Honor Council Office
located in the Warren Campus
Center. The forms should be
returned by February 28.
Completed forms will be
posted in the post office lobby
the week of March 3-7.
Both jobs are five hour per
week work-scholarships.
The Honor Council Coordinator applications may be
picked up at the Warren
Campus Center or the Honor
Council Office.
These applications must be turned in
by March 19 to the Honor
Council Officfc This job is a
ten hour pel week workscholarship^
Members of the Honor
Council are selected from
each school of studies at
Madison,
with
two
representatives chosen from
each school.
Applications can be picked
up from the dean of the particular school, the Honor
Council office or the information desk at the WCC.
The completed applications
must be turned in by March 7
to the dean of each respective
school. The members of the
school will then select the two
representatives.
All positions will be effective with the beginning of
the fourth eight weeks of the
present academic year and
will terminate one year from
the starting date.

handbook, 'Nutshell" should
contact Jerry or Ann at 6650 or
433-1173.
The SGA Public Relations
Committee has announced
some details concerning the
SGA-sponsored . recycling
program.
All aluminum' cans and
Miller beer bottles will be
accepted for the Rroject.
Aluminum cans are much
more pliable than tin cans and
can be easily crushed. They
also have concave'bottoms as
opposed to the flat bottoms of
tin cans.
The following .companies
usealuminum cans: Miller,
Bavarian Busch, Budweiser,
National and Pabst, in some
instances.
Students participating in
the program should deposit
their aluminum cans and
Miller bottles, in
the
trashrooms in each dorm or
the designated areas set aside
by the SGA senator- in each
dorm.
Aluminum cans remaining
after parties should be placed
in trash
bags. marked
"Recycle" and left in the
trash room of the'dorm.
Off campus and graduate
students can participate by
taking their cans and bottles
to any dorm on campus.
The cans and Miller bottles
will be picked up weekly or biweekly depending on the
success of the project.

All students and faculty are
invited to attend a symposium
sponsored by the Committee
on Russian and Sino-Soviet

Anyone wishing to put their
writing skills to use in next
year's edition of the student

Jobs For
Summer
Look
Promising
Informed sources report that
summer job opportunities for
college students "look good" this
year. National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Guest Resorts, Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
throughout the nation are now
seeking student applications.
Summer job placement coordinators at Opportunity Research
(SAP) report that despite national
economics tourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
indicate that people may not go
for the big purchases such as new
cars, new homes, furniture or
appliances, but most appear to be
planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet on student job
assistance may be obtained by
sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Dr.,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
seekers are urged to apply early I

Studies The sixth program in
the scries will feature Dr.
Elizabeth Neatrour, head of
the
foreign
language
department, speaking on
"Russian Emigre Writers in
Paris: 1920-1940."
The program will be held
Wednesday beginning at 4
p.m. in Room A of the Warren
Campus Center.
The National Federation of
Student Social Workers will
hold a meeting in Ha. 9, at 7:00
p.m.. Wednesday. The Merit
Exam, Graduate Schools, and
placement will be discussed.
All Social Work Majors are
urged to attend.

A workshop in the basics of
Western Square dancing.will
1
be sponsored -by the Mercury
Club and Madison Dance
Theatre Tuesday at 7:30 in
Godwin 106.
,
There Will be an entrance
fee of 50 cents.

Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternity is sponsoring a
composition contest for undergraduate students at
Madison College. There are
two entry categories - style
practices before 1900 and style
practices of the twientieth
century.
A copy and one dollar entry
fee must be turned in by
March 19, 1975 to the* Music
Department office, DM102.
Questions may be sent to
Phi Mu Alpha. Box 4239,
Campus Mail.

STUDENT SPECIAL
Tuesday Night

CHICKEN SPECIAL
; 5 to 7 pro
ONLY

$

2

Per Person!
Yes, each Tuesday night from
5 to 7 pm„ chicken platter,
3 pieces, cole slaw, and
vegetable of the day, garlic
bread. Ifs delicious... pan fried,
fresh Rockingham poultry!
Join us for "good eatin". .

THE LIBRARY NORTH
68 S. Cariton St.
At Cloverleaf Shopping Center
Next To Pizza Hut
Checks Accepted WHh Student ID.

Madison's 4Hedda'
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Missing the Point of Confix
By RALPH ALAN COHEN
Henrik Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler," which has
had two successful revivals in the last twenty
years, is anything but a museum piece, and the
Stratford Players' production, whatever its
shortcomings, has avoided the trap of turning
drama into polemics. The play's "relevance"-that much-abused word - lies not so much in
its isolation of certain social evils as in its
depiction of human nature, something largely
unchanged in the eighty-five years that
separate 11s from the first production of the
play.
Ibsen was, like Shakespeare, a feminist.
That is not to say that his plays are an outline
for the Equal Rights Amendment, but rather
that he understood women, sympathized with
them, admired them, and perhaps even
preferred them to men. Those who would have
the neurotic Hedda represent women do a
disservice to the sex. Hedda is a coward and
says so herself. While she submits slavishly to
the opinion of society, Thea Rysing Elvsted
simply walks away from an oppressive
marriage and thus demonstrates the kind of
strength and courage possible in the most rigid
community. Hedda's melodramatic suicide
(she introduces it with a number on the piano),
far from being admirable "act of defiance," is
so contemptibly a cowardly escape that Ibsen
punctuates it with her husband's inevitable
"think of that," and the play ends on a laugh.
The Madison College production fails, then,
not because it refuses to peddle ideology, but
because, with few exceptions, it has no sense of
conflict or direction.
This sense of aimlessness may be due in
part to the slow movement of the play. From

the opening curtain, which refused to separate
for two minutes after the lights went down, to
the final curtain which did not close on cue, the
play dragged. Pauses, of course, should interrupt and modulate the action of a play, but
too often Thursday night the action seemed to
interrupt the pauses. In many cases, the
players seemed to have taken a vow of silence
while they moved across the stage and planted
themselves somewhere before delivering their
lines. Seemingly interminable silences
prevailed as the other characters waited until
the maid, Berte, moving as though she had
lead in her bustle, had left the room.
By casting Gail Purvis in the title role,
director Chester Jordan gives Hedda every

acting.
Whenever Jeff Dailey's George
Tesman was on the stage, Ms. Purvis was at
her best. Mr. Dailey is one of those actors
whose interpretation of a character, in its
startling clarity and energy, seems at first too
obviously "acting."
Soon, however, his
thoroughness and his conviction win out over
his lack of subtlety and he brings the stage to
life.
His Hamlet in "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead," his "Ponty" in "How
to Succeed," his Edmund in "King Lear," and
now his Tesman are all substantial creations
despite their exaggerations. Ms. Purvis'
Hedda responded to this substance in Mr.
Dailey's Tesman. His irritating speech and
manner elicited a forceful expression of

Thea, not Hedda, is the brave
and independent woman in the play....'
benefit of the doubt. jfffie same natural appeal
that made Ms. Purvis' Cordelia effective
struggles against the cruelty behind all of
Hedda's words and actions. This struggle
between two sides of Hedda could have served
the play well if it had been evenly sustained
throughout. Unfortunately, whichever of the
opposing personalities gets the upper hand
quite banishes the other. Thus, when Hedda
reminisces with Lovborg, she is merely a
guileless schoolgirl; but when she screams
"cock of the walk" before shooting herself, she
is all psychotic witch. The apparent shifting
back and forth that results destroys any sense
of purpose in Hedda and with it much of the
play's suspense.
Beyond this problem of duality, Ms. Purvis_
had to respond to vastly different levels of'

Essential Link Lacking
In Stratford Staging
By PAT WOODSON
understands and equally
Hedda Gabler is a cold
unable to recognize Lovborg
bitch. Hedda Gabler is an
as a partner in alienated
idealist, prepared to die for
idealism. That they encounter
the sake of beauty and daring.
each other without recognition
Madison's production of
is a tragedy unexplored by
Henrik Ibsen's play does not
Mr. Jordan's "Gabler."
provide the essential link,
Hedda's longings, as well
that Hedda's idealism is the
as her refusal to know herself
cause of her cruelty.
are most immediately exThe play is well cast, the
pressed by her desire to enactors capable of intensity
tirely control and possess
and dimension, but opening
another human being. Having
night hardly got off the
exhausted her possibilities as
ground.
a "swinging single" she takes
One must wonder at the
on the new identity of wife. In
J
direction. Mr. Jordan's conorgen Tesman she has a man
cept of the play seems clouded
loo naive and obsessed with
and superficial. Constructed
shuffling scholarly papers to
expression serves as intensity
hinder her bargaining and
and robs characters of their
treachery.
power. Actors frozen on stage
The conflicts which toroften/H^duce flow of comment Hedda reverberate
munication to alternating
soliloquies.
So, Hedda's
isolation is lost in the general
absence of interaction.
Hedda's idealism seems to
necessitate a loss of contact
with others since her standards have nothing to do with
throughout the play. Hedda
the status quo. Hating the
Gabler can not be Hedda
insincerity and dissipation
Tesman.
She veils her
around her, Hedda reacts
rejection of Jorgen so thinly
against circumstances,
that all but he can see it. She
longing for courage because
is so much herold self that she
she has permitted society to
can renew her schoolgirl
make her a -coward.
If
threat to burn a rival's hair off
audiencesgwuld look on this
and whisper behind her
situation tren the whole play
husband's, back just as she
might come to life.
whispered behind her father's
Hedda»is. unable, .to. com,.,. .,, bquk , .vvtfb.the.sanae man!.
munTcW the bVaVty she ' * " HedUM translucent facade is

a major source of the play's
thematic tension between
appearance and reality.
(Hedda: " You can think it if
you like.. But you mustn't say
it!") Other characters half
mid-sentence to conceal
Freudian slips but Hedda
must teach the audience to see
her world with double vision.
Gail Purvis' Hedda,
although occasionally gripping, is not consistent enough
to teach.
The confusion
resulting from her characterization is partly due to a
lack of range which afflicts all
but" Jeff Dailey and Rose
Zullinger. The role of Hedda
is extremely difficult. In spite
of the fact that disdain
dominates her feeling's for
people, there are times when

Jeff Dailey's Tesman:
'He held the play together, supplying
conviction and dimension....9
Hedda should rival Scarlet
O'Hara with an ability to hide
all traces of ulterior motive
and charm her victims into
trusting her.
Otherwise,
painful confessions such as
Mrs.
Elvstead's
seem
curiously unmotivated.
Mrs. Purvis looked exactly
as Hedda should: beautiful
and treacherous. It is exciting
(Cohfinued on Page id)

k

•

Hedda's distaste for her husband and produced
the best moments in the play.
By contrast, Barry Carter's Ejlert Lovborg
lacked the force to be believable either as an
v
intellectual threat to Tesman or as a sexual
attraction for Hedda. Hedda seemed unconvinced as well, and her scenes with him
were listless and dull. In fairness to Mr.
Carter, one must hasten to add that Lovborg,
who is supposed to be gullible and brilliant!
naive and worldly, is the least plausible
character in the play, and few actors are up to
mending Ibsen's error.
As Judge Brack, T. Lewis Martin certainly
looks like the devious judge and he has some
good moments, particularly when he wants to
be menacing. He is less persuasive as a dirty
old man, however, and at those times when he
should be fairly dripping lechery, his attention
seems to wander.
As for the other women in "Hedda Gabler,"
this production is so unsympathetic that it
unbalances many of the tensions in the play.
Rose Zullinger's Aunt Julia, for example,
stresses the bad points of that character to
such a degree that even her generosity looks
like mere selfishness. Because of that, Hedda's cruel treatment of Aunt Julia does not
chill us and that much more tension leaks out
of the play.
But the misconception of
character that most damages the production is
the one Mary McGowan suffers under as Thea.
Thea, not Hedda, is the brave and independent woman in the play, but Chester
Jordan's direction does everything it can to
discredit her as a silly, whinning ninny. Ibsen's stage instructions call for her clothes to
be "tasteful, but not quite in the latest
fashion." The point is that Thea is no more
trapped by society's fashions than she is by its
conventions.
But the inventively garish
costumes that Ms. McGowan must wear make
this Thea look like a vulgar and stupid social
climber. Her simpering , purse-clutching
response to the play's events make a total
mystery of Lovborg's claim that she has inspired and helped him in his work. Worse still,
this misconception of Thea destroys perhaps
the central dramatic and thematic conflict in
the play: the struggle between two wellmatched but opposite women. Indeed, it
makes Thea's eventual total victory over
Hedda appear the most capricious of flukes. ,
This misconception of character together
with the lack of concentration in some of the
acting and the poor pacing culminated
Thursday night in a production that failed to
sustain a sense of conflict and the momentum
which that conflict should build. One result is
that Allen Lyndrup's impressive set, which
would have been suitable to a more intense
production, seemed to swallow and dim the
action it surrounded. Still, much in the
Madison College "Hedda Gabler" is worth
seeing, and it may even be that subsequent
performances mend such faults as the play's
poor pacing. But on opening night, at least,
Ibsen's gripping drama, through no fault of its
own. had lost much of its grasp.
(Editor's Note:. Dr. Cohen is a member of the
Department. of. English who . occasionally .
writes reviews for The Breeze)
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Inflation Fails
At Duke's Grill

•SUGGESTIONSw on c»«
CHflftCMI

BBSPT

DESPITE A 40 PER CENT rise in food prices
over the four year span of its existence, Duke's
Grill still charges relatively the same price for

food it did four years ago. Where else can you
buy a steak dinner for 99 cents?

SGA Sends Five to Conference
By KEVIN COYLE
The SGA Senate agreed to
allocate $420 to send five
students to the National
Student Lobby conference in
Washington. D.C. during last
week's SGA meeting.
Two weeks earlier the
Senate had denied a similar
sum of money to send four
students to the Model Senate
to be held in Florida. That
denial was a contributory
factor in the resignation of

• B-Ball
(Continued from Page 12)
"delighted" with the game.
Campanelli stressed what a
must win this was for the
Dukes to remain in the
N4.C.A.A. running.
As V.C.A.A. West Champions the Dukes should play
Randolph-Macon East
Champions for the State title.
Macon has somehow
decided though, that they will
not play a
championship
game. The Madison athletic
director. Dean Ehlers, expressed what Madison is now
faced with. If Macon indeed
does not play the championship game either Madison
is declared State Champions
or the V.C.A.A. may send the
east's runner-up team to D'»"
Madison may decide not to
play in the championship
game, unless; Macon does.
This would leave the V.C.A.A.
a with a serious problem of
who is the real Champion.
The V.C.A.A. Championship is not all the Dukes
are concerned about.
N.C.A.A. bids should be announced this week and
Madison hopes to get one
again this year.

Burger Chef
30S N. MOOD St
A Meal for Everyone

Senator Robert Antonozzi.
The factors which intluenced the SGA to pass the
NSL request were the facts
thai the SGA is a member of
the NSL. and that the conference would be a concrete
action to benefit the entire
campus and not a simulation
with participation from only
one department.
In
passing
another
resolution the SGA allocated
$100 for ten commercials on
vandalism and theft to be
shown before movies at
Wilson Hall.

» $126.4.90.
The furniture purchase was
okayed hut not paid for by last
year's Senate.
In other action, the Senate
passed a resolution to insure
that a small portion of the
Senate cannot block the
passage of a resolution which
the majority of the Senate
supports.
Now, proposals which have
been tabled or rejected twice
by the committee reviewing
them may be brought up for a
vote in the Senate. Such
proposals must pass with a
two-thirds majority.

The commercials are to be
written by Steve Holley and
Greg Byrne and reviewed for
content by Dr. Hall of Student
Life.

Area Senior Citizens
Featured on WVPT

The Senate met commuter
student obligations when it
allocated funds to pay for the
furniture in the commuter
students' lounge in Gibbons
Hall.
The furniture cost

of silver continues, plastic and
By PHYLLIS KNOWLES
With inflation causing food paper will again have to be
prices to soar in grocery used.
Contrary to popular belief,
stores and restaurants,
the
Grill is not subsidized by
Madison students still are able
to get the best buy in town at state funds, nor does it receive
Duke's Grill. Where else can any funds from student acyou buy homemade beef stew, tivity fees--it is selfAll food and
with a homemade roll and supporting.
supplies
are
purchased
on the
butter for 49 cents, or a steak
open market. According to
dinner for 99 cents?
While inflation is being Ringgold, 40-45 percent of
reflected in other areas, at every dollar taken irt at the
Dukes the food prices remain grill is spent for food. In
relatively the same as they addition, the Grill must pay
were four years ago when it for beer and food licenses,
opened. During this same rent (which goes toward
period, food costs have risen paying off the Student Center
40 per cent.
Mr. Westly construction bonds), and
Ringgold, manager of the salaries. If there are any
Grill, and his boss Mr. Robert funds remaining at the end of
Griffin, director of Food a year they are carried forServices, believe in trying ward to help off-set rising
every possible alternative to prices and operating expenses
keep prices low.
Several the next year.
Last December, for the
examples were offered by Mr.
Ringgold. For instance, a cup first time, the Grill operated
of coffee is smaller now, 8 oz. in the red. If there is a deficit
as opposed to 10 oz. but it's still at the end of this year, and the
only 10 cents a cup Soft drink carried-over funds are not
prices have increased 5 cents sufficient to cover it, then
but the cost of soft drink syrup prices will have to be inhas tripled since last fall. And creased next fall.
during the day students now
pay 5 cents more and get an
ounce less (II oz. instead of 12
oz.) of beer for two reasons: A
Artists should be preparing
39 percent hike in the price of
their work for sale at the
a keg of beer and a high theft
Student-Faculty Art Sale to be
rate. Dozens of glasses and
pitchers have been stolen held March 24 and 25, according to Cat Adams,
from the Grill since school president of the Art Guild.
opened
and
replacing
glassware costs money.
The sale, coinciding with
Reusable china and silver now
are being used because they Fine Arts Week, will be open
are more economical, and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
more beneficial
to the patio of the Warren Campus
ecology. But if the theft rate Center.

Art Sale Slated

Bermuda On Spring
Vocation
(March 8-15 )

This week "Face to Face"
will feature "Valley Senior
Citizens'' at 7 p.m. Thursday
on WVPT-TV (Channel 51).
Dr. Robert Finney hosts a
discussion with Dr. Dorothy
Howe. Mrs. Rose Garrison,
and Doris Miller.

• Fly Round Trip Jet from Washington
* Enjoy the College week activities
Economy Trip-

I VALLEY SPORTS CENTER
|

25 East Water Street
Harrisonburq, VA
Your Puma & Adidas Headquarters .

$25900
Deluxe Trip- Sonesta Beach Hotel
On the Beach
Two swimming pools
Tennis Courts
Includes:
4 course Breakfast
5 course Dinner
Traditional High Tea Rum Swizzle Party

^w»ww»w^

Mama Mia !!
Luigi's Pizzeria
is now

Offering FREE DELIVERY
Service to Dorms
Order:
Tues, Wed, & Thursto 9:30
Sunday

to 6:30

To Place Delivery Orders Call
Dave Skiffington
433-5811
Barbara Beckwith

tj t'M l» « 1 • I M ' HI I I I | I I I | | ' I I 1 U I H I U H ' I I I,

Guesthouse
accomodations

$349°°
• Both Plans include transfers in
Bermuda, Maid Service, Tips & Taxes.
[• The trips are for 8 days and 7 nights*

+▼

Call NOW for details
John Nx>.lav.A-4fMs29&Q$$D
^- - v_ * A" "A. » W * V? * A* *X* T^ * V* "A" ■•••••■-

i
^
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'Hair'-ExperimentaPs First
By 8YLVIA SHAUCK
"Hair" -- seventeen eager
cast members singing and
dancing their denunciation of
war and hypocricy as young,
idealistic and independent
rebels.
"Now is the time to do it,"
said Denise Cooper, the
student director of the play."
or "Hair" will no longer be a
serious social statement."
The production is the first
Experimental Theatre project
produced by students in the
Wampler Building.
Students are directing the
play, choreographing the
dances, coordinating the
music program and acting
and working as ccew members.
"The cast and crew have
treated me as if I had the

authority of a faculty member." said Cooper, who is
directing the play for a class
project.
"We are experiencing it together."
Assisting
Cooper in
direction is Christina Davis.
Students Marilyn McAvoy,
Julie Frailee and John Hudson
are co-choreographing the
production and Sue Lamm is
the musical director.
John Hudson, who played
the fool in last semester's
Stratford Players' production
of "King Lear," portrays
Claude - a representative of
today's youth, unsure about
his future and unwilling to
fight in a war he doesn't
believe in.
Other members of the cast
are David Knapp as Berger,
Andrea Fisher as Jeanie, Val

Tullous as Sheila and Robin
Hobillard as. Crissy.
"Hair" is filled with music,
perhaps the most familiar
numbers in the show are
"Easy To Be Hard," "The
Age of Aquarius,*'
"Good
Morning Starshine" and
"Hair." .
■•
The supporting cast of
"Hair," the "tribe" as the
program calls the group,
includes Christina Davis,
Bruce Bland, Rochelle Mabin,
Robin Strange,
Donald
Harris, Jr., Rich Travis, Ron
Shelton. and Walter Dickey.
Other cast members are
Marilyn McAvoy, Christina
Walsh. Steve Bridges, and
Sue Lamm.
"Hair" will be presented
March 2. 3 and 4 in the Experimental Theatre of the
Wampler Building. Curtain
time is 8 p.m. and admission is
$1. No one under 17 years of
age will be admitted.

Hotel-Restaurant
Officials To Meet
Representatives from
Virginia hotel and restaurant
industries will be on the
Madison College campus on
Feb. 28 for the initial meetingof the Industry Advisory
Board - a group which will
advise the college on its hotel restaurant management
major and make suggestions
to the college's School of
Business for future courses
and programs.
The hotel - restaurant
management major, in its
first year, is offered in the
home economics department
in the college's School of
Business.
•
The major will give the
student an overall background
in serving the public in the
lodging and food service indust ries, a college spokesman
said.

IN THE SHADE, a Madison co-ed relaxes on the quad.
Students have been whiting away their afternoons under the
trees, due to the recent warm weather. If the same weather
conditions continue, Madison students may become the victims of an epidemic of Spring Fever. (MORGAN PHOTO)

March Placement

SPOKES
AND
COMPANY

DATE

INTERVIEWER

March 3

Prince William County Schools
Manassas, VA
Field Enterprises Educational Corp.
Charlottesville, VA
Fauquier County Schools
Warrenton, VA
Prince William County Schools
Manassas, VA
Chesterfield County Schools
Chesterfield, VA
UPJOHN Corporation
Potomac, Maryland
Orange County Schools
Orange, VA
Covington City Schools
Covington, VA
Chesterfield County Schools
Chesterfield, VA

March 4

Largest Inventory of
Any Bike Shop In
the Area
March 5

3,5,10, Speeds
Complete Service
Department
Tel. 434-1519
49 W. Wolfe St.

•

TIME
9:004:30
9:004:30
10:004:00
9:004:30
9:004:30
9:00-12:00

(Continued In Next Issue 1

9:004:00
9:004:00
9:004:30

•

MMMMMMMMMMI

S

GRAHAM'S
SHOE SERVICE

GITCHELL'S

Camera Shop
Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
And Free Film on Kodacolor
and B & WFllm

1 DAY FINISHING SERVICE
79 E. Market Street, Harrlaonburc
434-53M
.. i

< • •

A

111 NORTH LIBERTY ST.

Heels While
You Wait
Free Parking
STORE OPEN
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
8-8 Thurs.
434-1026

I*.
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^ Essential Link Lacking
(Continued From Page 5)
tofhink what the play could be
like if she employed the intensity and unself-concious
expression of the hair-pulling
scene and the last scene
through the full sweep of
HeddVs spectrum.
Easier
said than done.
Mrs. Thea Elvstead contrasts directly with Hedda.
She belongs to the mass of
ordinary people in society
who. although incapable of an
idealist's nobility, are able to
feel empathy for people. Thea
sees the combined brilliance
and weakness in Lovborg to

Art Displayed
At Bridgewater
Art work by two artists who
teach or have taught at
Madison College is on display
through the end of February
in the Kline Campus Center
Art Gallery of Bridgewater
College.
Rebecca H. Hawkins, of the
Madison art department, is
showing approximately ten
paintings and drawings,
mostly oil on canvas.
The paintings are concerned
with
image
fragmentation, according to
Hawkins, and are color
studies based on observation
and interpretation of the
human figure and of plants.
The other artist in the
exhibition is Jesse Collins, Jr.,
formerly of the Madison
College faculty and presently
teaching at William Patterson
State College in New Jersey.
Collins' contribution to the
show consists of five silk
screens and etchings.
Hawkins, who holds fine
arts degrees from the
University of North Carolina,
has had her work exhibited at
the Gerome Gallery in
Harrisonburg, the Roanoke
Fine Arts Center, Greensboro
College and the Weatherspoon
Gallery in North Carolina.
Collins is originally from
Indianapolis and holds fine
arts degrees from the John
Herron School of Art of
Indiana University and the
University of Wisconsin. He
has received numerous
awards in prints and design.
!""
All stereos And
Components
Reduced at least 10 %
AT SEARS
409 South Main

which Hedda is blind.
Because of her innate goodness and humility, she is also
able to do what Hedda ardently envys:
she guides
men's destinies.
Mary McGowan was often
ambiguous as Thea. This is
strange since in the past her
characters have emerged
whole. Maybe it was her
corset but she suffered from
an odd absence of body
language.
However, she
deserves credit for her portrayal of Thea as womanchild, an interpretation which
I feel Ibsen intended and
serves asan excellent balance
for Hedda.
Jeff Dailey's concentration
wa s
superb as Jorgen
Tesman, Hedda's husband.
He used the stage masterfully
and his voice was at one with
his body to create a
thoroughly convincing
character. He held the play
together, supplying conviction
and dimension in a production
surprisingly poor in both.
Barry Carter brought
refreshing vitality to the
stage. Unfortunately his
energy was a little wanting for

* Logan
(Continued from Page 3)
administration stop its
rampage against the people
for whom this college was
established. I apologize to my
professors and teachers for
not entirely adhering to
empirical principles in this
letter. It is also hard to be
entirely analytical and unbiased in view of the present
situation. My explanation is
simple and understandable:
it is an expression of the
frustration that I have felt
directly and indirectly here at
Madison for two and a half
years.
Steven Milefsky

MID-WAY
„ ARCO
GROCERY
Alt Kinds of

Snacks of All Types and
Cold Beer
One Half Block
South of Campus
On Main Street
Frt.-sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon.-Ttnir. 7:30-10

direction. It was difficult to
feel the impact of Ejlert's
return to debauchery and
desperation.
It seems, however, that
Carter's troubles were not of
his own making. A certain
confusion and ambiguity
could be traced through
.several roles on opening night.
The work of an unseen hand
was certainly present to lead
these
desparate
temperaments to the same
predicament.
Judge Brack, played by
Lewis Martin, faced a doublepersonality problem.
Mr.
Martin, again, perhaps
through confusion, hesitated
to give himself over completely to his role. In those
moments when he did, such as
the scene in which he attempts
to bribe Hedda with scandal
he was marvelous.
Rose Zullinger alone
breathed life into the play's
opening scene.
Her Julia
Tesman was charming and
interesting. There is little
doubt that Ms. Zullinger is any
younger than 70 (bless her
soul). No, I do not think Aunt
Julie was overdone.
Berte (Ann Luttrell) sadly,
would not be admitted to any
retirement homes. I feel she
was mistakenly cast in this
role.
Costumer Pam Shuelke's
statements echos of filled the
stage through color and motif.
Ibsen is no less demanding
of the actors and actresses
than Shakespeare. "Hedda
Gabler" requires the same
kind of spiritual intensity and
fire which must ignite "King
Lear." Hedda should burn
energy in much the same way
as*Lear himself did or the
Latimer-Shaeffer Stage last
fall.
But not even many
professional actors are up to
that.
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent
pay. World wide travel.
Perfect summer Job or
career. Send $3.00 for information. SEA FAX, Dept.
Uj5 P.O. Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98382

l^irs I'icrrctl
FREE
WITH PURCHASE OF
EAR PIERCING EARRINGS
AT $7.50
• Non-Allcrgenic
• Surgical Stainless Steel
• 24 Kt. Gold Overlay
• All Ear Piercing Done
By Trained Specialist

March 1 A.M. to 4 P.M.

JEWEL BOX

I Crack our book
and stretch
your bucks.
Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
enjoying an out-of-town ball game, partying with
someone special or soaking up the bright city
lights. Or home with the folks. We've got a place
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call
Piedmont. Take us up.
t>""'v
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KonCey Fashions
Once-ln-A-Life-Time Sale
Special and Selected Racks
Values to $6500
$10 Rack
$5 rack
Coats, Jackets, Sportswear,"
Jr. and Misses Half Price
Open Thurs. & Fri. Night till 9:00
All Sales Final

Sale Now In Progress
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* Ashby

Easy Listening
UNWINDING on the quad, Dickie Anderson picks a few tones to pass
some time away from the hectic campus routine. More and more

students are finding the quad area a peaceful repose as Spring draws
near. (MORGAN PHOTO)

ifcj Angry Mood Prevails at Logan
(Continued from Page I)
received letters asking them
to come for an extra interview
because of the special
situation at Logan Hall.
'"•Since the prevailing attitude in Logan Hall is one of
non-accountability
and
irresponsibility on the part of
its residents, I have some
concern about your application to a position which
demands integrity and
responsibility, and maturity
(sic >. I would therefore like to
have you make an appointment with Dr. Byron
Wills, director of student life,
and myself before February
2lst to discuss your candidacy.
Unless this appointment is made before the
first phase selection is
completed the possibility of
your being considered for the
second phase of the program

; will be severly limited.
This paragraph was included in a letter to one of the
applicants of Logan Dorm
resident advisor position and
was signed by Lynn Loeffler.
Commenting about the
staff's attitude at the Logan
meeting,
Gerlach
said
Loeffler set the tone with her
first words.
"I think that we should
agree, that we are going to
disagree' she said. "Loeffler
also made it clear that she
"wasn't there to negotiate
with them," but to tell them
what the administration had
decided to do, according to
Gerlach.
"Most of the people are
against the fine," said
Gerlach.
although
approximately 10-15 people have
paid it. Most of these people

paid it before they realized
what it was, he said.
About 25 people are actively
concerned,
said
Gerlach. These people have
been holding meetings once or
-twice during the week, ever
since the incident, to organize
some type of protest.
Sam Hagedon and Mel
Shaffer had an appointment
Monday with Dr. Carrier,
president of Madison College,
to discuss the charges. A
"side issue," said Hagedon, is
the poor attitude of Loeffler.
A fund raising dance may
be held this weekend by Logan
residents to pay for the
vandalism incident.
A
meeting was held Monday in
the dorm to discuss the
specifics.
The executive council of the
Government
Student

2 Named Among Top Debaters
Three Madison College
debate (earns reached the
elimination rounds recently in

* Loeffler
(Continued from Page I)
tremely
difficult
circumstances and that it takes a
great deal of tact to deal with
people.
When asked if he thought
Loeffler was tactful in her
responses, Hall said, "They
were saying she wasn't answering their questions - so
she answered them."
In
situations like that, administrators must be firm.
"If I would have been in
that situation, things would
have been different," Hall
added. Hall implied that he
would have used much
stronger
language
in
responding to the residents.
a .

»
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a tournament in Pennsylvania, and two Madison
debaters were named among
the top five individuals in the
tournament.
The tournament marked
the largest number of
Madison teams that had ever
reached elimination rounds in
a single match, -a college
spokesman said. The tournament, the 25th annual
Garvey Debate Tournament,
Was held al Kings College in
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Individual honors were won
by II. T. Vaught Jr. and Roger
Bertholf. Vaught was named
the third best speaker in the
tournament and Bertholf
received the fifth-place
award.
Madison was the only
school in the tournament to

place two individual debaters
in the top five among the 76
competing debaters.
One Madison team, Pat
Fitzgerald and Robert Wells,
compiled a 7-1 record in the
preliminary rounds before
losing in the octo-finals to
Towson State University.

The team of Vaught and
Janice Mottley had a 6-2
record in the preliminary
rounds and lost to West
Virginia Wesleyan in the
quarter-finals.
A third Madison team,
Bertholf and Linda Jones,
reached the elimination
rounds with a 4-4 record
before being eliminated.

Association is working with
the administration to compromise on the Logan issue,
according to Steve Holley,
vice president of the SGA.
The administration is
looking for an attitudinal
change, said Holley. Perhaps
the students can pay for the
vandalized furniture in some
other way other than a fine.
"The problem was thrown
into our laps," he said. No
opinion was solicited from the
SGA prior to the decision of
the fining of Logan residents.
Ideally, if the administration
had consulted the SGA about
its decision to charge Logan
residents for the vandalized
furniture, the SGA could have
prevented the disruption.
"One thing we would rather
not do," said Holley, "is bring
court action against the
school."
The council will
investigate all the alternatives. Then "if it comes
down to it," the council will
feel justified in taking a "firm
stand," he said.

(Continued from Page 1)
I had to think about it. I talked
to Jim Bowles, head resident
of White Hall, the resident
staff, and people within the
dorm. I found my philosophy
could fit in well with that of
Ashby's."
"Steve Cross," he continued "told me it was a really
good dorm and that I'd be
crazy not to take it. On Friday
afternoon he walked me
around and introduced me to a
lot of people. I really appreciated that."
"Steve has been my friend
and is my friend," said Coffield. "I can't do what he did
in eight weeks, but I can try."
"Nobody." he added, "is
gonna take his place."
A dorm meeting was held in
Ashby the same day that
Cross was fired and it was
agreed that a petition would
be presented to Dr. Hall
requesting that he be reinstated. Of the 76 students in
the dorm, 74 signed the
petition. One of the abstaining
residents was Pete DelGrosso.
"I'm up for an R.A.'s job,"
said DelGrosso, "and I felt by
putting my name on the
petition that I wasn't helping
my chances of getting the job
at all. I realize that it was a
cop-out but I know what I want
and I know what I have to do
to get it."
In one of the supreme
ironies of the case, it was
DelGrosso's idea to start the
petition.
In general, however, the
prevailing opinion among
Ashby's residents is that
"Steve Cross was a good
R.A."
"He was good for Ashby,"
said one resident, "but maybe
not for another dormitory."
••Steve," commented
another, 'was negligent in a
lot of the things he did, but it
didn't have an adverse affect
on the dorm. In view of the
fact that he was already on
probation, he probably should
have been more careful."
According to White, Coffield's position at White Hall
will be taken from those
enrolled in the current R.A.
selection program.
"We'll look at candidates,"
said White, "who have shown
an interest in White Hall. The
current White staff and
myself will interview those
people and form a collective
opinion. That's how all midyear vacancies are filled."

Loeffler's Car Damaged
The car of Lynn Loeffler,
associate director of Student
Life, was vandalized early
Sunday rooming in front of
her Showalter apartment.
Someone flattened both the
front tires, bent the antennae
and mangled the windshield
wipers. The gas cap was also
open.
Greg Hodge, a student who
lives on the bottom floor of
Building 6 at Showalter
apartments, saw the car at
about I a.m.
Hodge immediately told Loeffler and
advised her not to start the
ent^ne. in case someone had
•
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put something in the gas tank.
Both the campus security
and the Harrisonburg city
police department were
notified concerning the
vandalism. Both departments
have filed reports and are
investigating.
Loeffler visibly upset, was
asked whether she had any
idea who had vandalized the
ear She said no.
The car'was towed from
Showalter apartments at
about 5:30 p.m. At that time,
it was not known if anything
had been added to the gas
\.,rM ''■''■''''''' '
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Sports

Cagers Win VCAA West
By GREG HODGE
Madison College wrapped
up the V.C.A.A. West'
Championship Saturday with
a 20 point win over
Washington and Lee.
The Dukes were coming off
a 9-day absence from the;
court and looked it in the first;
half.
Coach Campanelli
stated later that "that long an
absence hurts you" and ac-.
counted for the rusty first half •
p|ay
. .
"John Cadman had his best
game of the year" was
Campanelli's appraisal of the
center's first half perfomance. While the Dukes
were having trouble finding
the basket, Cadman pumped
in twelve points.
The first half saw both
teams start out slow, both
having trouble rebounding
offensively. With 10 minutes
gone Madison led by 15-10.
Correll. Dillard, Dosh, Baker
and Cadman started the
game. Only eight players
played the entire night. All
eight rotated regularly Mills'

Pfahler substituting for Dosh
and Baker.
Snowden saw
action for both CorreUoand
Cadman.
W & L tied the game at 27
each with 2:45 remaining in
the first half.
Sherman
Dillard's last second shot
however fell for 2 points to
make the score 33-28 at the
half.
First half stats show
Madison's sloppy play with
31.3 per cent shooting accuracy. Cadman's 12 led first
half scoring while Dosh had 8.

See Photos
Pages 6&7
Fortunately W & L had only 33
per cent accuracy shooting.
The second half Madison
completely took control. W &
L scored first on a foul shot.
Dillard and Correll each
followed with field goals. W &
L answered with a field goal to
make the score 37-31. Two
fast breaks later Dillard had
scored 4 more points to raise
Madison's lead to 10 points 4131. With only 3 minutes gone

4

in the half the W & L Generals
called a' timeout.
While
erractic in the first half
Madison's guards showed
excellent poise and ball
control in the second half.
W & L went into a hard
press defense with about 13:00
left in the game. Madison
called timeout and put 3
guards in the game. They
handled the press will with a
four corner stall that ate up a
lot of clock. Between 5:50 left
and 3:00 Madison's scoring
and rebounding raised the
score from 59-47 to 69-49, a 20
point lead.
The Generals
never came closer than twelve
points for the rest of the game.
Madison finished with a
twently point win 77-57.
Final stats had Dillard
leading all scorers with 25
points. Dosh contributed 16
while Cadman and Correll had
13 and 10 respectively. Correll
led rebounders with 5. Cadman and Correll both fouled
out of the game in the second
half. Coach Campanelli was
(Continued on Page 8)

Best Group Ever :
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Duchesses Crush EMC

THE MADISON DUKES captured the V.C.A.A. West title
Saturday night against W & L in Lexington.

VVA Next:

-..

Swimmers Win
Ten Golds
By STEVE LEEOLOU
The thus far bland season
of Madison's
Women's
Swimming team was spiced
by a 67-54 triumph over.West hampton
College
last
Thursday.
The Duchesses
take an 8-6 team record into
the State Championship meet
this Friday and Saturday at
VCU.
In. Thursday's meet, ten
• Madison swimmers captured
gold medals: Pat Turner,
Diane Cayce andKhodaMartin
touched the wall first in the 50
yard breast stroke, butterfly
and freestyle respectively. In
the 100 yard events. Jinny
Dutrow won the butterfly
while Pat Finstermaker outlengthed her opponents,
taking first in the backstroke.
Rhoda Martin won the endurance event, the 400 yard
freestyle while Diane Cayce
collected her second medal
,with a victory in the 100 yard
-breaststroke. In the 200 yard
•Medly Relay, the combination
>*f Finstermaker. Kainey,
SPhamhlee and
Butters

brougut home the gold.
Coach Martha O'Donnell
commented that the girls
chances in the State Tournament are "Good, but not
good enough for first place.
VCU is a nationally ranked
team and I think we will finish
second behind them."
The
Duchesses
top
swimmer. Diane Cayce, has
recently been awarded a
qualification in the National
Championship meet; she will
represent Madison in the 100
yard individual medly and
the 100 yard butterfly. "I
would guess that she will
finish somewhere in the top 16
swimmers in the Nationals,"
added O'Donnell.
• Tuesday's meet against
UVA will be the last regular
season meet and certainly not
an easy one. "UVA has six
nationally ranked swimmers
. and it is going to be a tough
contest. But the girls have
been working hard, the
morale is high and I think we
are going to take them,"
forecasted Coach O'Donnell.

By JOHN HARNSBERGER
Madison College's women's
basketball team ended its
regular season by crushing
EMC 68-37 Saturday.
The Duchesses will be
going into the state tournament Thurday with an
overall record of 11-5 and an
exceptional 9-2 state record,
having lost only" to Longwood
and Bridgewater College.
Madison was ahead of
Bridgewater by 17 points at
onetime before bowing in that
contest.
Catherine ' Johnson led
Madison with 23 points and 11
rebounds against EMC. Other
significant contributors to the
rout were Patty O'Donnell

with 15 points, Lynn Abbott
with ten, and Gail Freshwater
with 15 rebounds.
Madison has gone through
almost the entire season with
sickness and injuries to top
players,
The game with
Westhampton (before EMC)
was the first time in three
weeks Coach Betty Jay nes has
had all her top players ready.
Her leadership has been
excellent considering that,
there are no seniors on the
present team and only one
junior. Jaynes denotes this
years squad as '/the best
croup we've ever had." The
Duchesses might have done
even better this year had it not
been for a newly initiated
"sports rule," which said

THE DUCHESSES CLOSED their regular
season this weekend. The women crushed

"girls cannot participate in
sports that overlap." . This
rule was agreed upon by the
coaches so that girls could be
present at all practices in
their indivflRial sport and
spend lotjl of time on fundamentals and conditioning.
With only Tour out of ten
players returning. from last
year* squad, these basic skills
certainly .gained profitable
results..
' 'j.
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(jBpft Jaynes main objectWe this year tjas been to
get the girls to "learn to work
^together." They go into the
tournament with high hopes,
but a •comparably young and
small team.

EMC 68-37. The next action the Duchesses see
is (he Virginia State Tournament.

